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ON THE GRAPHIC DESIGN OF PROGRAM TEXT
Aaron Marcus
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720 USA
Ronald Baecker
Human Computing Resources Corporation
10 St. Mary Street
Toronto, Ontario M4Y lP9
ABSTRACT
Computer programs, like literature, deserve attention not only to conceptual and verbal
(linguistic) structure but also to visual structure, i.e., the qualitities of alphanumeric text fonts and other graphic symbols, the spatial arrangement of isolated
texts and symbols, the temporal sequencing of individual parts of the program, and the
use of color (including gray values). With the increasing numbers of programs of ever
greater complexity, and with the widespread availability of high resolution raster
displays, both soft copy and hard copy, it is essential and possible to enhance significantly·the graphic design of program text.
.
The paper summarizes relevant principles from information-oriented graphic design,
especially book design, and shows how a standard C program might be translated into a
well~designed typographic version. The paper's intention is to acquaint
the computer
g·raphics community with the available and relevant concepts, literature, andexpe'rtise, and to demonstrate the great potential for the graphic. design of computer programs.

INTRODUCTION
After three decades of continuGus and in
some cases revolutionary development of
computer hardware and software systems,
one aspect of computer technology has
shown resilience to change: the presentation of computer programs themselves.
Even though computer graphics systems
have achieved dynamic, color, and multifont display capabilities, the visual
qualities of alphanumeric and graphic
symbols of program code has remained relatively simple. There are limited extensions of symbols in some languages, e.g.,
in APL, and some attempts to visually
structure the page with simple indentations for control statements and groups
of code lines. There are also more elaborate schemes such as Nassi-Schneiderman
diagrams
[Nassi], Warnier-Orr diagrams
[Higgins], contour diagrams [Organick],
and SADT diagrams [Ross]; however,
the
typographic repertoire and appearance of
programs often remains little changed
from the manner in which teletypewriters
first printed out programs.

Three other relevant developments should
be noted.
First, many programs have
grown longer, more complicated, and impenetrable to even skilled programmers.
Second, programmers themselves have continued to be nomadic, often shifting
jobs, inheriting programs from others ~nd
passing on a legacy of programs to stlll
others. Third,
the
number
of
nonprofessional programmers,
i.e., hobbyists, occasional programmers, or those
without formal degrees in computer science, has increased considerably.
Thus
there is an increasing need for more effective, more productive means to create
and maintain programs. Software engineering has recognized i~ a number of ways
that programming is a kind of literature
which requires good writing.
The most
widespread development has been the concern with the logical structure and expressive style of programs. Out of this
concern have emerged many of the modern
software development techniques, including top-design design and stepwise 7e finement
(Wirth], structured programmlng
(Dahl], modularity (parnas], and software
tools
[Kernighan] •
Another kind of
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development has occurred in the organization of the editoral and production team
that produces the writing, for example,
the concepts of Chief Programmer Teams
[Baker]
and
Structured
Walkthroughs
[Yourdon] •
A third more recent development is the increase of interest in
enhancing the technology to support the
writing and maintaining of good programs,
by providing, for example, integrated
software
development
environments
[Wasserman] and high-performance personal
workstations specialized to the task of
program development [Teitelman, Deutsch,
Gut;z].
Unfortunately, there is yet another approach to improving program writing and
maintenance which also recognizes. programs as literature but which has been
systematically ignored.
This approach
concerns the visible language in which
textual information is embodied.
Books
embody
literature.
Graphic
designers of books are concerned with legibility and readability,
i.e., functionality and appeal to the reader. It
se~ms reasonable that
computer programs
viewed· as literature can be reformulated
in typographic and graphic formats to
better convey the content of well-written
programs. By adopting the model of book
literature, computer science can adapt
and apply the expertise available from
graphic design.
GRAPHIC DESIGN AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS
Graphic design is a discipline concerned
with portraying facts, concepts, and emotions, as well as the logic of space and
time (structure and process) in effective
visible language.
Information-oriented
graphic design in particular is familiar
with the concept of algorithms, for much
of its work involves specifying algorithms for visual parameters to convey
complex
information.
Traditionally,
graphic designers have worked in printed
media such as books, charts, diagrams,
and maps. There is considerable professional literature [Tinker, Zachrisson,
:-!artley, Williamson] dealing with the
subjects of typographic legibility, spatial composition, sequencing of pages,
organization of content, use of color,
and use of illustrative material. This
discipline
and
its
literature have
knowledge appropriate to and helpful for
the
task
of designing verbal/visual
displays for computer technology.

A potentially symbiotic relatione,hip exists between graphic design and computer
graphics in creating the "three faces" of
computer
systems: outer-faces, interfaces, and inner-faces [Marcus 1981b].
Outer-faces are the end display products
of data processing: images of information
such as texts, tables, charts, maps, and
diagra~s.
Inter-faces are the
useroriented human-machine interfaces used to
create outer-faces. These inter-faces are
comprised of frames
(online) and pages
(offline) of process control, data structures, and their documentation. Innerfaces are the frames and pages of source
cOde programs and documentation which
builders and maintainers of computer systems require in order to support the
inter-faces and outer-faces. Bv combining
intuitive,
practical skills and
scientific knowledge, graphic designers
can help synthesize prototype solutions
for any of the three faces and assist in
analyzing
and
developing
finished
displays which are not merely 'pretty',
but which communicate information better.
In other articles [Marcus 1980, Marcus
1981a] , t h e pr imary author has expla·ined
the relationship of graphic design to
outer-faces and inter-faces. This present
article extends the relevance of graphic
design to inner-faces, to the design of
programs as texts, and suggests further
directions for research in program visualization. In order to emphasize bookoriented graphic design principles that
are most relevant to the graphic design
of inner-faces, most of the discussion
will focus on the display of a single
frame
or
page
rather
than
the
viewer/reader's response to an interactive display.
VISUAL PARAMETERS
FOR PROGRAM VISUALIZATION
The graphic design of programs requires
the designer to select symbols and formats for the primary components of programs:
variables,
constants, logical
structures, processes, commentary, and
documentation aids. Numerous choices exist for layout grids, typographic styles,
size and spacing of text lines, organization of lists, and other means of visual
emphasis.
Explicit decisions on these
matters are usually unspecified in the
original
conception
of
programming
languages. The graphic designer can now
specify them using the principles of
Similarity, proximity,
clarity,
con-
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sistency, and simplicity [Marcus 1980) as
a guide to organizing all the visual
parameters into effective and attractive
frames or pages.

'.I

These graphic design specifications constitute a visual/verbal algorithm for the
construction of frames and pages. Program
visualization should facilitate learning
of the program text, aid memorization of
its features, encourage concentrated attention, and assist in revealing a clear
conceptual structure, especially in situations where the viewer/reader may be
distracted or poorly motivated.
Traditional literature on typographic legibility [Rehe) and book design [Hartley,
Williamson) concern printed texts rather
than computer graphics displays. However,
many of the p.rinciples would appear to be
transferable to the computer graphics environment. The following principles are
based on this literature and the primary
author's own professional experience as a
graphic designer in both traditional and
computer-based media.
·BASIC PRINCIPLES
The Layout Grid
Programs often appear with no particular
attention to position in the frame or
page. However, horizontal and vertical
axes in the composition can b~ specified
to create limits for the columns of text,
margins, and documentation apparatus such
as page numbers, special headings, etc.
The grid determines the extent of portions of the program text, tab stops,
areas for other standard components of
the display, and the space in between
these areas.
Typography

\

.'I

While fixed-width chara.cters are usually
used
for
program depiction, current
typesetting equipment and
a
growing
number of high resolution hardcopy devices (e.g., Xerox 9700) and display terminals
(e.g., Three Rivers Perq, Xerox
Star) can display variable-width characters. This has a significant impact on
typefont variation, size of characters
and width of text lines. General practice
suggests the following:
Font variation should usually be limited
to a single typeface or at most two, except for special mathematical
needs.

Within a typeface family, regular (roman), italic, and bold roman are standard
means of increasing emphasis. Unless a
great amount of effort is expended on the
design of characters, adapt ions of wellestablished typefaces such as Times Roman, Helvetica, Garamond, Universe, etc.
should be used. Frame presentations allow
for reversed video characters, blinking,
variable intensities, and other means of
emphasis. These should be used sparingly
because of their strength of differentiation from normal text. Type size variation should be limited to at most three
sizes for text materials, and these sizes
should be quickly
and
easily
distinguished. Generally 9 or 10 point type
for a 14 inch viewing distance is standard printed text size.
Optimum size
will vary with the detailed characteristics of a display device and. the viewing
situation. Column widths should be limited to allow 40-60 characters per line
[Rehe). In the interrupted texts of programs, lines are usually unjustified on
the right and a 'ragged right' approach
to overall page composition is appropriate, i.e., titling,. headings, and other
elements should usually be flush left and
ragged right.
Line spacing of text lines varies with
display devices, but should usually produce greater space between lines of text
than between words. Spacing variations
should be limited to a maximum of three
variations and should be used consistently to signify changes in content. Likewise tab settings should be limited to a
few regular horizontal positions.
With respect to capitalization,
allcapital settings should be avoided for
continuous text materials. All capital
words are more uniform in the shape of
their outline and may slow reading speed
by as much as 13% [Rehe, 36]; however
they may be used for isolated keywords
and phrases.
Sequencing
Page sequencing and organization in book
literature
has evolved specific components of complicated text structures,
e.g., title pages, tables of contents,
abstracts,
indices, and running heads
which appear on every page. Programs
often appear without this standard documentation apparatus, but large programs
viewed as literature should contain these
items.
In book literature, their exact
form varies dramaticly depending on con-
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tent. While there are no universal standards, certain technical conventions arise, and it would seem reasonable to assume that conventions for programs could
be· established.
AN EXAMPLE: TYPESETTING A SHORT C PROGRAM
The above summary is not meant to be an
operational specification, only a clarification of what more detailed principles
might involve. Principles are often best
seen in application. Those presented here
are worked out in the accompanying illustrations. Figures 1 and 2 present a 'before and after' version of typographic
program visualization.
Figure 1 presents a program in an elementary typographic form using fixed-width
characters of a single font with limited
horizontal spacing variation. There is
little typographic hierarchy. The program
is more readable than those.presentations
which use all-capital typography and multiple commands per line, but there are
still ways in which it can be made more
readable.
Figure. 2, a protypical black"';and-whi te
visualization, requires a very high resolution bit map display terminal or a very
high quality hardcopy ~evice. The actual
images of Figure 2 were generated in
Times
Roman
type using a computercontrolled phototypesetter.
Figures 1
and 2 are part of a series of experimental prototypes pages for online or offline documentation which illustrates the
full potential of a graphic design approach to textual program visualization.
Spatial location,
typographic
symbol
heirarchies, figure-field enhancements,
indexes, abstracts, etc. are combined to
create a clear, consistent, explicitly
structured page that is legible and appealing to the reader.
The following
paragraphs detail the features of this
design and elaborate upon the basic principles suggested above.

intended to be a standard documentation
cluster of header units grouped in a natural order. These include a documentation source, a program title, program
subtitle(s), reViSion or last update,
unique code number, chapter reference·and
page number. The items are then repeated
on every frame/page.
In a strong titling banner below the
headers, the title is bresented in a size
larger than all of the others and on a
field of 50% ~ray to distinguish it
clearly but not in an overpowering way
from the rest of the text. The version
date and unique code numbers are intended
to advise the reader of the particular
version of this program. There may be
others similar to it that must be distinguished. The abstract is intended to
be a 100 word summary of the function and
significance of the program. It appears
in italic to set it off from other elements.
The author/guide and location
band are intended to identify specific
persons at the installation site who can
be contacted for assistance in interpreting or using the program. Note the use
of a tab setting at approximately half
the width of the main column of text for
presenting two columns of informa.tion.
Modules of the program are indicated by
unique 50% gray bands with bold roman
module names. Their size is the largest
of three standard sizes of type for the
textual material of the program.
Bold
type is used to keep the type legible on
a gray background.
comments appear in 7 point type
as
separate marginalia to the left of the
main column of text. These are intended
to be single line phrases that can help
the reader to understand individual code
lines. The comments column is approximately 40 characters wide and appears in
the smallest of the three text sizes. As
phrases, the comments appear without initial capital or periods. In keeping with
all clusters of text, they are flush
left, ragged right.

Spatial Organization
The entire page/frame is a mosaic of content units with standrad locations but in
some cases variable size. In an interactive environment, each of these areas
could be a window to a higher or lower
level of information.
The upper part of the first page (or
frame of a high resolution terminal) is

J

Footnotes appear as 8 point type ~n a
separate band of space at the bottom of
the page/frame set off by a thin rule as
wide as the main text. They are more detailed and complete explanations of the
significance of code lines (or any other
element such as a title). They appear as
full sentences with initial capitals and
closing periods.
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Spatial Grid

'.0'

Because of variable-width typesetting, a
given phrase is approximately one third
narrower than its typewritten equivalent.
To usefully divide the page/frame, the
main text column allows approximately 60
characters of 10 point type. The wide
column permits code to be indented in 1/2
inch increments several hierarchical levels while still maintaining approximately
40 or more characters per line.
Code Conventions
within the 10 point type of the primary
column of code, the following typographic
conventions are used. The first time that
a function (e.g., -calc-)
is defined
within the program, it is set off by repeating the name of the function in 12 .
point bold type followed by a thin rule.
In order to call attention to local functions, these functions defined within the
program are shown in bold while global
functions appear in regular roman. Constants are often digits: therefore, to
keep them all similar· in appearance,
named
constants
are
shown in· allcapitals. Variables appear as italic.
The standard C symbol syntax has been al~
tered slightly, e.g., -/*- and -*/- are
not used to surround comments, and -{and -}- as procedural symbols are not
used because of explicit spatial structure which makes them redundant. These
redundant symbols have been centatively
removed to reduce visual clutter.
CONCLUSIONS

(

"

I

The intention of the prototype in Figure
2 is not to establish standards but to
demonstrate how
explicit
typographic
specifications based on graphic design
principles might affect the presentation
of computer programs. The prototype is
intended only to focus attention on this
approach, to raise expectations of program readability, and to raise interesting questions which further research in
the visible language of computer programs
might explore.
These questions can be clustered into six
categories.
The first research topic deals with the
appropriate use of typography to reveal
formal syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic
properties of programs and program elements. For example, what is the ap-

propriate use of boldface and italic?
Should multiple fonts be used?
How
should color be employed?
A second concern is with the design and
layout of program elements on the page
using systems of grids, overlays, and
windows. How important is redundancy, as
for example in the use of brackets plus
horizontal spacing? How should secondary
text (comments and
commentaries)
be
clustered around the primary text (code)?
A third area for research is the possibility of substituting a set of welldesigned icons or symbols (pictograms or
ideograms) for certain combinations of
alphanumerics that occur repetitively in
program code. What should these icons or
symbols be? To what extent can program
documentation become more diagrammatic,
and rely less on the linear text forms of
current programming languages?
A fourth set of questions arise out of
the possibilities that interactive computer graphics offer in the inclusion of
movement, blinking, and other kinds of
change into program documentation.
More
fundamentally, we· mus·t explore the rela-·
tionship betwe.n static pap~r and dynamic
screen representations of computer programs.
A fifth problem area is in the depiction
of large directed graphs of great complexity, networks in which nodes are not
single points but entire frames (combinations of signs) and in which links are
explicitly stated or implied connections
between nodes. The spatial layout and
user navigation problems that occur may
be seen, for example, in the enhancement
of program text into Nassi-Schneiderman
diagrams, Warnier-Orr diagrams, contour
diagrams, and SADT diagrams.
The final research topic concerns the
ability of a program visualization to facilitate the integration of the various
conceptual levels at which a program may
be described. What relation should exist
between high resolution detailed views
and low resolution overview images of the
same program?
What is an optimal sequence for the basic units of a "program
book"?
What would its other parts such
as tables of contents and indices look
like? How are they to be used?
Finally, what is the relation between
reading and writing such complex visual
representations?
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If Figure 2 has some merit as a workable
format
for
C
programs
and
other
languages, it is the authors'
hope that
designing a visible language scheme will
be recognized as a distinct and demanding
task requiring the assistance of graphic
design. Other researchers and design professionals may be moved to explore the
subject further with the goal of turning
computer graphics capabilities back on
their sources in computer programming to
develop more effective and humane programming literature.
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... .u. oI.,.RIJ. opt.oItPf

(

Aaron Morcus
Lawrence Berkeley Laboralory
Univer5ily or Calirornia

Conlrol Module
~k

I[Il.".

f

til'"

CO/cU""Of which u...
Opt,ondJ Oft pushtd 00'0 0 Slock. Whto

''I'. I."

q

/. nuab.r i&

r.hrnINU"BER) I

00'0,100.

:n~:~el. S~7~ 94720

ur,g.tch I c) •

1-

PoIiJIo

lH)

}

if It

Rd. No. l2.l4S.67

an tJPtlalOl affiwi III o~'llnds aft popped. 1M optralOf Is
opp/wd, ond ,ht mul, iJ pushtd onto ,h. Slock.

I. coll.ct fraction .,

,[ 11 " q

ci

11

Desk Calculator

,
/. '.' "

'0' II c } ''I'))
Ie
r.hr/lle) ,
1[0] • q
'or Ii •
Ic • g,tct,u()) >. '0' " c
11 11 < lial
i' Ie

N

1,\ ..,,,.......

lia.
hit i, q
.. hih lie. OUeh()):;: , , II e n " II c •• '0)

I•

'*'.

IJrc.'.~Of
("OI'Iuol ..

buf(t.uf~'Hl

-z--

--

,.

eI

~~ny

ebiriettr,O),
Thil proaram was aUlhored b)' Brian Kerniahlln and Dennis Rllchie of BtU Laboralories.
MUfra)' tlill, New Jersey. These plotOI),pe visuill enhancemenls 101M C proaram
were desilned b)' Allron Marcu," Wilh the ilssiSllna: or Ronald Baecker and Rk'hard Sntderman.
Because + Ind· IIC commutalive operalolS, Ihe order in which Ihe popped operands Ire
combined is irrekvIIRI. fOI lhe • and I opcrluun, 1M kO and ,ilhl operands muSi be
diSiinluh,hed.

<..

__ F

/'

"-

FiCJll1"8 2C

FiCJll1"8 2B

. ........
",

~.A.,

.....

I~(·. . . . . .
C"oetroI . . . .

UN'"

IIrt~'''''IJWI''

_"Inh!ctatnc

("at..
' . . hlJ

14..... 1...

Aft, .... An,,,,,.

. . . . . . . . . 'IIIOf •

.,....

,-0111;

while lit - letellOl - - ' 'It -_.'\1' It - - '\n')

d ••rO;
break;

lI(tl- ·.'U (t< '0' It > ','U
relurn (eI;

cue TU08Ki:

priml (·~.1111 , .. I. 100 ......\n ... II;
break;

def.ult

i•

priml ("unknown command
break;

----

_..- ...... ..,

...

............... M.....

.......

..... ,...........

1

Inl Unr.
Inl4 c;

case 'C';

If

........

'.hl)

plOp
Pi., II. Uml
char sfl;

prinlf ("zero clivi.." popped\n"I;

prinlf ( ..\Mn .......
break;

(

11..l4~.'

....eM...... ·

break;
talC ' - ' ;

1'\"1,,\11911

1nJUf.t.1oIIu.

cue ./':
.,,1-_0;
if (.,,11- 001
.... ,-0/.,,11;
ebe

,

-.. . . . c

c

~

'Ik\n". &POl;

",

···'~~~,:·~10~

1101 - c;
for II - I; (t - plCh.rOl

.--

1((1< IIniJ

iI(t-- '.')
if II <

>-

<-

'9'; 1+ +)

Um)

,M - c;
for (1++; (t - lelCharOl

>-

'0'

AA

t

<-

'9';

1+ +1

1M - c;

if (I < Urn)

.~II.

t

,I. - c;

II II < Urn)

Ifdcftnc IoIAXVAL 100
Inl II' - 0;
doublc ...I(IoIAXVAL!;

'0' U

,I.
- '\0';
return

(NUIoIB~R);

pusb
double ...11
doublc /.

1I·. . . bII: .....

VI

or ...

ebe
while (tI- '\n' "" tI- wFI
t - actcharll;

II (II' < IoIAXVALI
relurn ( ...1(11'+ +1 -

I

/I;

IUm - II -

'\0';

return (TOOBKi);

ebe

N

prinll ("crror; lIack full\n"I;
....rll;
relurn (o)~

JIll.. r,..

pop
......... '"-1IiR

-_.

doublc popO
il (II' > 01
. relurn ( ...t1·-~I;
else
prinl, ("crror: slICk empry\n"I;
dcarll;
rClurn (o)~

Ifdcftne BUFSIZE 100
4
char bqfIBuFSIZEI ;
Inl bqfp - 0;

!ou.... _""

.....

poUu." but

-

Ideb
PlellO
rei urn ((bqfp

unletcll It)

"*"CWKttr . . . oa ....

inl c;

II (bqfp >

dcarll
II' - 0;

cbe

The .Ikit and sla,k poinler which arc wred b)' .......... and dell arc dcftned in lhe
MOl. . . . and arc noI referred 10 b)' ..... Thuslhb piece 01 code
cuminCilhe lOp oIlhc .Iaell wi1hout dislurbina iI.

? bqfl--bqfpl : aclchar());

UDleteb

clear

Sed Manaacmenl

> 0)

BU~"StzEl

Printf ("uDielch: 100 many charIClers\n"I;
bllflbqfp++I- C;
4

....
w

unletell (eI;

A liflllc: dw"lCIcr rilher lhan In .nl,. wukl have been ulCd since in Ihis proarlm II it
ntwr lhe calC Ihi. morc than one CI.If. dlarKlCl" Iban rlCa:lI$Iir), is rcad. This b •

more lena" implementation.

This report was done with support from the
Department of Energy. Any conclusions or opinions
expressed in this report represent solely those of the:
author(s) and not necessarily those of The Regents of
the University of California, the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory or the Department of Energy.
Reference to a company or product name does
not imply approval or recommendation of the
product by the University of California or the U.S.
Department of Energy to the exclusion of others that
may be suitable.
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